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Search engine architecture

The query process



Search engine architecture

The indexing process



Inverted Index



What we have now

• We crawled webpages from the Web
• We extracted documents (body text) from the webpages
• We tokenized and normalized the documents
• Now, we can represent a document as a Bag-of-Words



Search with Bag-of-Words document representations

Query: “academic success”

V

D

Document-term matrix



Document / Query representations

• A document can be represented by a vector of term frequencies.

D4 = (4,0,0,0,3,0,...,wt) 
D5 = (24,2,2,2,2,1,0,...,wt) 

• A query can be considered as a document and use the same 
representation. For example, a query “college academic success” 

Q = (0,0,0,1,0,0,0,...,1,...,1,...,0) 

• This representation is called Bag of words model. 



Complexity analysis

• Space complexity
• O(D * V)

• D is total number of documents
• V is vocabulary size

• Zipf’s law: each document only has about 10% of vocabulary 
observed in it; 90% of space is wasted 

• Space efficiency can be greatly improved by only storing the 
occurred words

• Solution: Linked list for each document



Complexity analysis

• Time complexity
• O(q * D * l)

• q is the average length of queries
• l is the average length of documents

doclist = []
for wi in q:

for d in D:
for wj in d:

if wi == wj:
doclist += [d]

return doclist

Bottleneck, since most of
the documents won’t match



Solution: inverted index

a query
term

docid

• Build a look-up table for each word in the vocabulary
• Dictionary is the data structure for storing the term vocabulary
• Postings are the lists that record which documents the term occur in



Solution: inverted index
docid

• Time complexity
• O(q* l) where l is the average length of posting lists
• By Zipf’s law, l << D

a query
term



Library Catalog

The card catalog in a library



Library Catalog

A title index card



Indexing

Doc ID Raw text

d1 Tropical fish include fish found in tropical environments around the world, 
including both freshwater and salt water species. 

d2 Fishkeepers often use the term tropical fish to refer only those requiring fresh 
water, with saltwater tropical fish referred to as marine fish. 

d3 Tropical fish are popular aquarium fish, due to their often bright coloration .

d4 In freshwater fish, the coloration typically derives from iridescence, while salt 
water fish are generally pigmented.



Indexing

Forward Index

Doc ID Terms

d1 tropical, fish, include, found, in, environments, around, the, world, ...

d2 fishkeepers, often, use, the, term, tropical, to, fish, refer, only, ...

d3 tropical, fish, are, popular, aquarium, fish, due, to, their, often, ...

d4 in, freshwater, fish, the, coloration, typically, derives, from, iridescence, ...



Indexing

Inverted Index, an inversion of the forward index

Term Documents

and d1

aquarium d3

are d3; d4

around d1

as d2

both d1

bright d3

...



Indexing

Inverted Index with counts (term frequencies)

Term Documents

and d1:1

aquarium d3:1

are d3:1; d4:1

around d1:1

as d2:1

...

fish d1:2; d2:3; d3:2; d4:2

...

additional information (e.g., 
term frequencies) supports 
better ranking algorithms



Indexing

Inverted Index with positions

Term Documents

and d1,15

aquarium d3,5

are d3,3; d4,14

around d1,9

...

fish d1,2; d1,4; d2,7; d2,18; 
d2,23; d3,2; d3,6; d4,3; 
d4,13

...

position information supports 
proximity search



Structures for inverted index

• Dictionary (modest size)
• Needs fast random access
• Stay in memory
• Hash, B-tree, ...
• Criteria in choosing hash or tree

• vocabulary: fixed number of terms vs. keep growing
• relative frequencies with which various keys are accessed
• How many terms...



Structures for inverted index

• Postings (huge)
• Sequential access is expected
• Stay on disk
• Contain docID, term frequency, term positions, ...
• Compression is needed



Hashes

• Each vocabulary term is hashed to an integer
• Pros:

• Lookup is faster than for a tree: O(1)
• Cons:

• No easy way to find minor variants (e.g., judgment/judgement)
• No prefix search (e.g., all terms starting with `automat’)
• Need to rehash everything periodically if vocabulary keeps growing



Trees

• Binary tree (simple), B-tree (more preferred choice)
• Pros:

• Solves the prefix problem (finding all terms starting with ‘automa’)
• Cons:

• slower: O(log M), and this requires balanced tree
• M is the order of tree

• Rebalancing binary trees is expensive
• But B-tree mitigate the rebalancing problem



B-Tree

• B-tree is a good data structure for indexes:
• Searching for a particular value is fast (logarithmic time)
• Inserting / deleting a value you’ve already found is fast
• Traversing a range of values is fast (unlike a hash map)

• Unlike a binary tree, each node in a B-tree can have more than 2 
children. Each node can have up to M children, where M is called 
the tree’s order.



B-Tree example

Let’s take an example to see how a B-tree grows. To keep things 
simple, the tree will be order 3. That means:

• An internal node will have 2~3 child nodes
• An internal node will have 1~2 key(s)



B-Tree example

• An empty B-tree has a single node: the root node. 
• The root node starts as a leaf node with zero key/value pairs:



B-Tree example

• If we insert a couple key/value pairs, they are stored in the leaf 
node in sorted order.

• Let’s insert (1:”c”)



B-Tree example

• When we insert another, we must split the leaf node and put half 
the pairs in each node.

• Let’s insert (2:”d”)



B-Tree example

• Now let’s insert the key 2. First, we look up which leaf node it 
would be in if it was present, and we arrive at the left leaf node. 
The node is full, so we split the leaf node and create a new entry 
in the parent node.

• Now, we are adding 18 and 21



B-Tree example

• Let’s keep adding keys. 18 and 21. We get to the point where we 
have to split again, but there’s no room in the parent node for 
another key/pointer pair.



B-Tree example

• The solution is to split the root node into two internal nodes, 
then create new root node to be their parent.



B-Tree example

• The depth of the tree only increases when we split the root node. 
• Every leaf node has the same depth and close to the same number of 

key/value pairs, so the tree remains balanced and quick to search.



Index Compression



Reuters RCV1 — An example corpus



Reuters RCV1 statistics

Statistics Value

documents (N) 800,000

avg. # tokens per doc (L) 200

vocabulary size (M) (# terms) 400,000

avg. # bytes per token (incl. spaces/punct.) 6

avg. # bytes per token (without spaces/punct.) 4.5

avg. # bytes per term 7.5

non-positional postings 100,000,000



Index compression

• The Postings file is LARGE
• For the most common term ‘the’, the posting likely to have D

entries
• We need to store each posting compactly
• For Reuters (D=800,000), we would use 32 bits per docID when using 

4-byte integers
• Alternatively, we can use log2800,000 ≈ 20 bits per docID.
• Our goal is to use far fewer than 20 bits per docID



posting compression — Intuition

• Posting is a docID list in ascending order
• Instead of using docID, we can store the gaps between docIDs
• Zipf’s law:

• More frequent word: a long list with smaller gaps
• Less frequent word: a short list with longer gaps

• Use fewer bits for encoding small (high frequency) integers
• Variable-length coding

• Unary code
• Gamma 𝛾-code
• Delta 𝛿-code



Unary code

• Represent n as n 1s with a final 0.
• Unary code for 3 is 1110.
• Unary code for 40 is 

11111111111111111111111111111111111111110 
• Unary code for 80 is 

1111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111
11111111111111111111111110

• This doesn’t look promising, but...
• Optimal if P(n) = 2-n



Gamma code

• Bit-level codes
• Represent a gap G as a pair of length and offset
• Offset is G in binary, with the leading bit cut off

• For example, 13 → 1101 → 101
• Length is the length of offset

• For 13 (offset is 101), the length is 3 13 = 1110 101

unary part
(length)

binary part
(offset)

• Why do we need a length code? 
• Why is it okay to remove the leading bit?



Gamma code

• How many bits are needed to encode a gap G?
• To encode the offset: log! 𝐺 bits
• To encode the length: log! 𝐺 + 1 bits
• Total: 2× log! 𝐺 + 1 bits

• That implies, the coding scheme is optimal for P(n) ≈ 1/(2n2)
• Cons:

• Bit-level; machines have word boundaries
• Schemes using byte or word aligned code are favorable



Variable Byte (VB) code

• Begin with one byte to store G and dedicate 1 bit in it to be a 
continuation bit c (Similar to the Unicode coding scheme)

• If G <= 127, binary-encode it in the 7 available bits and set c=1
• Else encode G’s lower-order 7 bits and then use additional bytes to 

encode the higher order bits using the same algorithm
• At the end, set the continuation bit of the last byte to 1

docIDs 824 829 215406

gaps 5 214577

VB code (binary) 00000110
10111000

10000101 00001101
00001100
10110001

VB code (hexadecimal) 06 B8 85 0D 0C D1



Reuters RCV1 statistics

Statistics Value

documents (N) 800,000

avg. # tokens per doc (L) 200

vocabulary size (M) (# terms) 400,000

avg. # bytes per token (incl. spaces/punct.) 6

avg. # bytes per token (without spaces/punct.) 4.5

avg. # bytes per term 7.5

non-positional postings 100,000,000

postings, uncompressed (32-bit words) 400 MB

postings, uncompressed (20-bits = log21M) 250 MB

postings, Gamma encoded 101 MB

postings, variable byte encoded 116 MB



Delta encoding

• Assuming that the docids, positions, etc. in our lists are small and 
repetitive,

• We can utilize the encoding schemes with differences between the 
numbers to reduce the index size.

Byte-aligned coded

• In production systems, inverted lists are stored using byte-aligned 
codes for delta-encoded integer sequences. 

• For better computing performance, our index lists can be encoded 
using byte-aligned code schemes (e.g., VB).



Bringing it together

• Let’s compress an inverted index postings with delta encoding.
• The raw postings contain a sequence of tuples as (docid, tf, 

[pos1, pos2, ...])

(1,2,[1,7]), (2,3,[6,17,197]), (3,1,[1])

• We delta-encode the docid and position sequences independently.

(1,2,[1,6]), (1,3,[6,11,180]), (1,1,[1])

• Finally, we encode the integers using VByte.

81 82 81 86 81 83 86 8B 01 B4 81 81 81



Index Construction



Challenges of indexing

1. Document (postings) size exceeds memory limit
• Say, one posting entry (termID, docID) requires 8 bytes; 

100,000,000 * 8 /1024^2 is near 800 Mb
• typical document collections are much larger

2. While indexing, we parse docs one at a time; final postings for a term 
are incomplete until the end

We need to store intermediate results on disk.

Index construction (or indexing) is the process of building an inverted 
index from a corpus



Hardware basics

• Servers used in IR systems now typically have several tens of GB of 
main memory, sometimes hundreds of GB.

• Available disk space is several (2–3) orders of magnitude larger.
• Fault tolerance is very expensive: It’s much cheaper to use many 

regular machines rather than one fault tolerant machine.



Hardware basics

• Access to data in memory is much faster than access to data on disk.
• Disk seeks: No data is transferred from disk while the disk head is 

being positioned.
• Therefore: Transferring one large chunk of data from disk to memory is 

faster than transferring many small chunks.
• Disk I/O is block-based: Reading and writing of entire blocks (as 

opposed to smaller chunks).
• Block sizes: 8KB to 256 KB.



Sort using disk as “memory”?

• Can we use the same index construction algorithm for larger 
collections, but by using disk instead of memory? 

• No: Sorting T = 100,000,000 records on disk is too slow – too many disk 
seeks. 

• We need an external sorting algorithm. 

External sorting is a class of sorting algorithms that can handle massive amounts of 
data. In the sorting phase, chunks of data small enough to fit in main memory are 
read, sorted, and written out to a temporary file. In the merge phase, the sorted 
subfiles are combined into a single larger file.



Simple Indexer



parse “local” sort “global” 
merge sort

Merge sort



Parallelism and Distribution

• We can use multiple inexpensive machines to create the index using 
distributed processing software (e.g., MapReduce)
• This strategy became the first choice of many large IR systems

• Advantages:
• Distributed processing can handle large amount of data
• Abundant resources

• Disadvantages:
• Inexpensive servers have lower fault tolerance
• Difficult to program



MapReduce example



MapReduce — Mapper for documents



MapReduce — Reducer for word postings



Query Processing



Search with an inverted index

• Parse query syntax
• e.g., Apple AND store, orange OR apple

• Perform the same text processing procedures as on documents
• tokenization (e.g., John’s → John + ’s)
• normalization (e.g., U.S.A. → usa)
• stemming (e.g., beautiful → beauti)
• stopwords (e.g., remove the, a, to, ...)



Search with an inverted index

apple

store

AND example: apple AND store

• Postings should be sorted by docID



Intersecting two postings lists (a “merge” algorithm)



Query optimization

• Consider a query that is an AND of n terms
• A Boolean query: (Brutus AND Calpurnia AND Caesar)

• For each of the n terms, get its postings, then AND them together
• What is the best order for query processing?



Query optimization

• Process in order of increasing term freq. (i.e., posting list lengths) can 
help increasing the speed of merging posting lists.
• Start with smallest set, then keep cutting further; This is why we 

keep document frequencies in our dictionary

(Brutus AND Calpurnia AND Caesar)

(Calpurnia AND Brutus) AND Caesaroptimize



More general query optimization

• For a query: (london OR beijing) AND (train OR plane)
• Get document frequencies for all terms
• Estimate the size of each OR by the sum of its doc. freq.'s 

(conservative)
• Process in increasing order of OR sizes.



Phrase queries

• For example, we want to be able to answer queries such as “apple 
store” — as a phrase

• Thus, the sentence “Which store should I go to buy an apple?” is not 
supposed to be a match

• n-grams generally does not work for this
• Large dictionary size, how to break long phrase into n-grams?

• For this, we need to store term positions in the postings lists



Positional indexes

• In the postings, store, for each term the position(s) in which tokens of 
it appear:

<term, document frequency;
doc1: position1, position2, ... ;
doc2: position1, position2, ...;
...>



Positional indexes example

<be, 993427;
1: 7, 18, 33, 72, 86, 231;
2: 3, 149;
4: 17, 191, 291, 430, 434;
5: 363, 367, ...>

which of docs 1,2,4,5 
could contain “to be or 

not to be”?

• For phrase queries, we use a merge algorithm recursively at 
the document level (not the term level)

• But we now need to deal with more than just equality 



Processing a phrase query

• Extract inverted index entries (i.e., postings) for each distinct term: to, 
be, or, not. 

• Merge their doc:position lists to enumerate all positions with “to be or 
not to be”. 
• to:   2:1,17,74,222,551; 4:8,16,190,429,433; 7:13,23,191; ... 
• be:  1:17,19; 4:17,191,291,430,434; 5:14,19,101; ... 
• ...

• If doc4 contains the phrase, you'll see a sequence like "429, 430, 431, 
432, 433, 434" from the merged doc:position list

• Generally, the same strategy can be used for proximity search



Processing a phrase query

• (employment place)~3
• Here, ~k means “within k words of (on either side)”

• Clearly, positional indexes can be used for such queries
• Equality condition: |t2.pos – t1.pos|= 1

• t1 must be immediately before or after t2 in any matched 
document

• Inequality condition: |t2.pos – t1.pos| <= k
• t1 and t2 must be positioned within k words



Processing a phrase query

• A positional index expands postings storage substantially 
• Even though indices can be compressed 

• Nevertheless, a positional index is now standardly used because of 
the power and usefulness of phrase and proximity queries ... 
whether used explicitly or implicitly in a ranking retrieval system. 

• A positional index is 2–4 as large as a non-positional index 
• Positional index size 35–50% of volume of original text 


